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help desk
Investigating dot2 onPC | By Wayne Howell

“Overall, I really like dot2 - it’s intuitive to operate with useful help prompts, but
it has a number of bugs in its Art-Net implementation . . .”
I’ve realised that posts on the Help Desk are similar to
London buses. They never arrive on their own - always
in clusters of three or four. And so it was, with recent
questions about MA Lighting’s dot2 onPC software.
One post reported odd behaviour when connected to DMXWorkshop. Another queried whether it should be broadcasting
Art-Net. A third informed that dot2 crashed spectacularly when
connected to an Art-Net 4 gateway. And a fourth asked why
universes in Art-Net don’t match the MA product. Frankly, I had
no idea! But it seemed likely that something was going on, so
I decided to investigate . . .
dot2 onPC is a free lighting console software for Windows,
available for download from www.malighting.com. The
installation is uneventful, and after the app is allowed access to
the network, the user is presented with the following screen.
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The program helpfully advises that the show is empty and
that I need to press Setup to add fixtures. Indeed, the Setup key
takes me to the menu where I suspect I will spend most of my
time as it includes all the network and protocol settings.

Patching a couple of dimmer fixtures, selecting them and
setting levels turns out to be very intuitive.

NETWORK
At this point, I have no idea whether the dimmers I’ve added are
physically outputting anywhere. Taking a look at the Network
Settings menu, there’s a list of all the NICs (Network Interface
Controllers) attached to the Windows machine; I select the one
connected to my Art-Net and sACN test rig. dot2 restarts to
allow the new settings. The help system informs me that
a Session must be configured in order to output to the network.
This is achieved via Setup - Sessions. I configure Session1 to
include my laptop which is running dot2.

I can now use Setup - Network Protocols to configure
the actual network output. Immediately, the answer to one
of my Help Desk posts becomes clear. In the screenshot
below, I’ve highlighted two fields with a red rectangle. dot2
defaults to patching Art-Net universe 0 to dot2 universe 1.
That is guaranteed to cause confusion. The Art-Net protocol
recommends that universe 0 is not used in order to avoid the
potential confusion.

OUTPUT
dot2 has correctly detected the IP address of my Art-Net NIC
as 2.3.4.50. so, I can expect there to be some network activity.
But a quick look in Wireshark shows nothing. After a little
experimentation and a web search, I come across a note that
says dot2 must be run as administrator on Windows 7 and 8.
I’m running Windows 10, but hey - worth a try. Sure enough,
dot2 starts outputting to the network.
To get an overview of the output, I start DMX-Workshop in
addition to Wireshark. Another Help Desk poster had mentioned
that DMX-Workshop displayed incorrect information; they were
not wrong:
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The Node List showed one output (which makes sense as dot2
only offers one free universe). But the universe is reported as 8,
when dot2 says it is 0. The Art-Net packet ArtPollReply is used
to report such configuration information, so I hunt through the
Wireshark capture to find the packet and try to understand the
problem. To my surprise, I find 18 ArtPollReply packets from
dot2 when I expected just one. That’s not necessarily wrong,
an Art-Net device can send an ArtPollReply per universe and
there is a field called BindIndex that’s used to give each packet
a unique index. However, all 18 packets have BindIndex set to
0, which is a major bug in dot2. But why was DMX-Workshop
giving a universe value of 8?
Some more head scratching later, it was obvious: dot2 has
another bug in the way it reports ArtPollReply - all the output
universes are encoded in the input fields and the input universe
(8) is encoded into the output field of every packet.

DMX-Workshop is displaying bad information because it is
trying its best to decode a broken Art-Net implementation from
dot2.
Broadcast
Another post had asked why dot2 was broadcasting Art-Net
and whether that was a problem. The screenshot above shows
that dot2 defaults to broadcast. In fact, it’s greyed out and as
far as I could see there’s no way to control this. Is it a problem?
When I invented Art-Net 1 back in 1999, broadcast was allowed
on 10BaseT networks. The relatively slow speed of 10BaseT
physically limited the amount of broadcast data which protected
network devices such as gateways from being overrun. All
versions of Art-Net since then have outlawed broadcast. So,
it’s wrong, but as dot2 is only outputting a few universes, it get
away with it.
CRASHING
The final Help Desk ticket suggested that dot2 crashed when
an Art-Net 4 gateway was connected. To attempt to duplicate
the problem, I connected numerous physical gateways and
encountered no problems. I then used the rather excellent
Protocol Emulator from Offstage controls, which allows you to
add multiple virtual gateways of many different flavours, along
with virtual RDM devices. Again, dot2 powered through my
abuse without problem.
Overall, I really like dot2 - it’s intuitive to operate with
useful help prompts, but it has a number of major bugs in its
Art-Net implementation. My advice to MA would be to disable
their implementation of ArtPollReply until they can fix it. The
‘-1’ universe offset is an annoyance to customers and I’m
surprised it has not yet been fixed. Finally, they ‘get away with’
broadcasting Art-Net on this PC product, but doing the same
on a lighting console or large show could lead to network
problems. I
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